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Local government in England/UK has faced 
major spending pressures in the past 13 years
• After the 2008-09 financial crisis the UK government set out to 

restore the country’s public finances
• Lower borrowing, reducing debt

• It did this by cutting public expenditure (‘austerity’) but 
simultaneously protecting several large parts of public expenditure

• NHS, State pensions, schools and, later, defence

• Local government , Home Office (police and fire), Justice Department 
all cut sharply

• Councils then had to protect social care (children, adults) which 
meant spending on all other services fell sharply



Local government spending and income
2010-11 to 2020-21

Source: National Audit Office



Income sources underpinning income
- funding ‘spending power’ in previous slide

Source: National Audit Office

Council tax
initially frozen then 
pushed up sharply

Central government
grant and other
support cut



Impact on social care and all other services
- central services, libraries, food safety down most of all

Source: National Audit Office



Impacts on ‘non social care’ services

Source: Institute for Government



Productivity improvements:
spending down 15%, yet planning decisions unaffected



Capital expenditure
- stronger performance, especially since 2013-14



Public satisfaction with local council/area
- amazing achievement!



NHS spending compared to local government
2009-10 to 2019-20
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Public satisfaction with NHS
- a major challenge for the sector and for politicians



Local government has managed to survive

• But, there is clear evidence of public concern about a number of services, 
eg, social care (older people), parks/ local environment, streets/potholes, 
‘anti social behaviour’ etc

• Councils have adopted a range of policy approaches:
• Cuts to services
• Rationing entitlement to services (eg, social care)
• Changing service delivery patterns (eg, refuse collection)
• Increasing charges (eg, leisure services)
• Data-based understanding of service spending drivers
• Greater use of digital and on-line technology
• And, increasingly, adoption of Artificial Intelligence and machine learning to interact 

with the public and service providers



NHS, police, fire all under continuing 
pressures from rising demand/expectations

• Recent studies have suggested the NHS might need 4% annual real 
terms increases just to hold its ground

• Police funding has risen slightly in the past two years, but only back 
towards 2010 levels

• Fire & emergencies funding not much different to local government

• More broadly, there are demands for increases in Defence and Justice 
spending

• The government (or one of a different party) also faces demands to 
hold down or reduce the tax burden



‘Unprotected’ services can 
expect further cuts from 
2023-24 onwards

Source: Resolution Foundation



What people want



Where does this take us?

• The need for government and public services has never been greater
• though ‘trust’ has fallen

• Councils’ current expenditure unlikely to rise, though population will 
continue to increase and public expectations will not diminish

• NHS, police expenditure may rise, but only slightly above inflation

• The UK (and the world) is on the threshold of radical change because 
of AI and machine learning, which public providers will need to think 
about 

• As so often, the challenges are immense and time-scales short…  
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